
Div.& Team Div.& Team
Team name Team name
Team colors Team colors

Coach Coach
Asst coach Asst coach

# Player Checked in # Player Checked in

Print on card stock. List all players. Note if injured or otherwise unable to play. Injury = X if player leaves field
Do any players have special needs? Distaste for loud noises? Note below for the referee team.
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Notes Notes

Date Time Field Date Time Field



Division Half Players Ball Division Half Players Division Half Players Ball Division Half Players

14U 35 11 (min 7) 5 8U 20 everyone 14U 35 11 (min 7) 5 8U 20 everyone

12U 30 9 (min 6) 4 7U 20 everyone 12U 30 9 (min 6) 4 7U 20 everyone

10U 25 7 (min 5) 4 6U 16 everyone 10U 25 7 (min 5) 4 6U 16 everyone

Sporting behavior Sporting behavior

The referee team evaluates sporting behavior of the coaches, players and spectators, appropriate to 
the division and level of play. Were the coaches collegial? Were the players considerate of their 
opponents? Did the spectators cheer positively (not coaching their own kids), and clean up afterwards? 
That's what to expect in a typical game. A typical game is 3. Exceptionally good is 5. Bad is 1. Stopped 
the match is 0. If not 3, explain so that we can identify potential problems before they get worse. Also 
describe any events worth mentioning or requiring additional follow-up. 
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the division and level of play. Were the coaches collegial? Were the players considerate of their 
opponents? Did the spectators cheer positively (not coaching their own kids), and clean up afterwards? 
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Coaches 5   4   3   2   1   0 Coaches 5   4   3   2   1   0

Players 5   4   3   2   1   0 Players 5   4   3   2   1   0

Spectators 5   4   3   2   1   0 Spectators 5   4   3   2   1   0

Injuries, misconduct, sanctions, & comments Check if any Injuries, misconduct, sanctions, & comments Check if any
Did anyone leave the game because of an injury? Were any coaches or spectators mean? 
The coach should also report injuries -- see https://ayso13.org/safety

Did anyone leave the game because of an injury? Were any coaches or spectators mean? 
The coach should also report injuries -- see https://ayso13.org/safety

Team Referees Referees Team Referees Referees

Why do referees wear specific socks? In 10 years, these kids will be 140 lbs, and if they 
kick the referee, it will hurt. Pay it forward and wear the uniform produly now to teach the 
players to notice and avoid the referee's legs.                                                                      
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Home is North/West. Visitor is South/East. Thank you for your help! Your hard work 
and honest comments strengthen the AYSO program. Please use the QR code, then 
return to the Victory Park tent, or drop through the door at the clubhouse, 711 W. 
Woodbury Rd, Unit E, Altadena, CA 91001, or send photos to stats@ayso13.org                                                        
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